**ASSISTANT DEAN OF LIBRARY SERVICES**

**100% - 12 MONTHS**

**MANAGEMENT POSITION**

Closing Date: Friday, June 16, 1995 (4:30 p.m.)

Minimum Requirements: Master's degree in Library Science or a valid California Community College Librarian Credential and a master's degree; three years of professional librarian experience in a college, university or public library; oral & written communication skills appropriate to the managerial level; demonstrated knowledge of the unique qualities of the college environment; knowledge of the curriculum development process; willingness to work outside the normal daytime hours; and ability to work in a multi-ethnic environment.

Pasadena City College is an Equal Opportunity Employer with an Affirmative Action Plan & encourages applications from qualified minority candidates. The District application needs to arrive in the Office of Human Resources no later than 4:30 p.m. on the closing date.

**PASADENA CITY COLLEGE**

1570 E. Colorado Blvd.
Pasadena, CA 91106
(818) 585-7509

**PASADENA CITY COLLEGE**

Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

---

**FOR SALE**

**ARE YOU UP-TO-DATE IN YOUR ANCIENT CLASSICS HOLDINGS?** Seleene Books has been offering since 1985 a good variety of ancient classics books. Suitable for undergraduates/graduate use. Included are useful introductions, the best scholarly translations, and attractive covers. For brochure, write: Seleene Books, P.O. Box 1475, Hobbs, NM 88214.

---

**POSITIONS OPEN**

**ASSISTANT DEAN FOR SPECIAL COLLECTIONS, LSU Libraries.** Participates in overall administration of the LSU Libraries, with specific responsibility for administering the distinguished Special Collections program. Reports directly to the Dean of Libraries and serves on the Dean's Council, the senior administrative team. We are seeking a dynamic administrator who can thrive in a challenging environment, and who will continue the pattern of opening the collections to diverse users, increasing the use and appreciation of the collection resources. Required qualifications: MLS from ALA accredited program; minimum of five years post-MLS administrative experience in an academic library; understanding of national standards in handling manuscripts, archives, and rare books; good analytical, creative, and organizational skills; ability to communicate and coordinate activities with other library divisions and departments; record of professional activities and publications; demonstrated ability to meet the requirements of faculty status and promotion and tenure. Preferred qualifications: Capacity to assume responsibility for wider administrative duties as requested; ability to view issues from a broad, librarywide perspective and to function collegially in a team environment. Experience in providing subject-specific instruction using special collections and/or archival materials. Record of achievement in grantwriting and financial development. Salary: Negotiable from $50,000. Appointment at rank of Associate/Assistant Librarian (Assistant/ Associate Professor). To apply: Submit a letter of application detailing professional philosophy of special collections and administration; a complete resume; and the names, addresses, and telephone of three to five references to: Jennifer Cargill, Dean of Libraries, Louisiana State University and A & M College, 295 Middleton Library, Baton Rouge, LA 70803-3300. Applications received by August 15, 1995, will receive preference. LSU is an AAT/EO institution.

---

**THE CLASSIFIED ADS**

**DEADLINES:** Orders for regular classified advertisements must reach the ACRL office on or before the second of the month preceding publication of the issue (e.g., September 2 for the October issue). Should this date fall on a weekend or holiday, ads will be accepted on the next business day. Late job listings will be accepted on a space-available basis after the second of the month.

**RATES:** Classified advertisements are $7.50 per line for institutions that are ACRL members; $9.50 for others. Late job notices are $18.25 per line for institutions that are ACRL members; $21.50 for others. Organizations submitting ads will be charged according to their membership status. Display ad rates range from $336 to $640 based upon size. Please call for sizes and rates.

**GUIDELINES:** For ads that list an application deadline, we suggest that date be no sooner than the 20th day of the month in which the notice appears (e.g., October 20 for the October issue). All job announcements should include a salary range per policy of the American Library Association (ALA). Job announcements will be edited to exclude discriminatory references. Applicants should be aware that the terms faculty rank and status vary in meaning among institutions.

**INTERNET:** C&RL News classified ads are now accessible on the Internet through the gopher server at the University of Illinois at Chicago. Ads will be placed on the gopher approximately 2-3 weeks before the printed edition of C&RL News is published. To reach C&RL News, locate the University of Illinois at Chicago in the menu of all servers maintained on gopher at the University of Minnesota. Alternatively, connect your favorite gopher client directly to host “gopher.uic.edu” or “gopher.umn.edu”. Select “The Library” from the menu and then select “C&RL NewsNewsNet” from the next menu.

**CONTACT:** Jack Helbing, Classified Advertising Manager, C&RL News Classified Advertising Department, ACRL, American Library Association, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago, IL 60611; 2795; (312) 280-2513; fax: (312) 280-7663 or (312) 280-2520; e-mail: U21808@UICVM.uic.edu.

**POLICY:** ALA policy requires that organizations recruiting through ALA publications or placement services comply with ALA anti-discrimination policies. Policy 54.3 states that “ALA is committed to equality of opportunity for all library employees or applicants for employment, regardless of race, color, creed, sex, age, physical or mental handicap, individual lifestyle, or national origin.” By advertising through ALA services, the organization agrees to comply with this policy.
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
announces a search for an
Assistant University Librarian for Information Services

Appointment Rank & Salary: $63,000 minimum, (which includes an administrative stipend); rank and salary negotiable based on qualifications and experience.

The University, founded in 1821, is a private, nonsectarian, coeducational institution accredited by the Middle States Association of Colleges and Universities. GW has an enrollment of over 15,000 students in 7 schools including over 10,000 graduate and professional students. The University employs more than 724 full-time faculty members and almost 7,000 other professional and staff employees.

The Gelman Library contains 1.3 million volumes and 9000 periodical subscriptions. The Library employs a staff of 28 professionals and 100 graded personnel. The Library is a member of the Washington Research Library Consortium.

Position Description: Reporting to the University Librarian, the Assistant University Librarian will be expected to take an active leadership role in developing access to information resources for all Gelman Library constituencies. She or he will be required to manage effectively significant parts of the Library budget and operational activities, and to develop and maintain a cooperative, consultative environment between the Library and all other segments of the University. The Assistant University Librarian must provide an innovative, creative and proactive approach to library service. She or he must be able to communicate a clear vision of the role of the Library in the processes of instruction and learning, and must seek to fulfill that vision through a combination of traditional methods of library service and technological enhancements. The AUL will also promote an atmosphere among Library staff of participative decision-making in which staff are encouraged through training and mentoring to develop their skills and contribute to the maximum of their ability, and in which delivery of quality service to Library users is the pre-eminent shared value.

Specific areas of responsibility will be: user education, including reference and information desk services; electronic reference services; circulation/reserves; document delivery services (including interlibrary borrowing/lending and a cost-recovery, fee-based service); media resources; and the Information Center for the Former Soviet Union, Eastern Europe and East Asia. In addition, the AUL will assist the University Librarian in budgeting, planning and development; participate in appropriate Library and University planning groups; coordinate Library participation in University events; maintain external relations, particularly with faculty; and represent the Library on University committees and task forces.

Qualifications Required: MLS from an ALA-accredited program and a minimum of five years of academic or research library experience in progressively responsible positions, including significant supervisory experience. A demonstrated ability in strategic planning. Strong interpersonal and leadership skills. Familiarity with emerging information technologies and automated library systems related to public services. Extensive knowledge of public service functions and bibliographic instruction. Effective oral and written communication skills.

Qualifications Preferred: Public relations skills. Experience in either technical services or collection development.

Review of Applications: Review of applications will begin August 15 and continue until the position is filled. Please send current resume and names, addresses and telephone numbers of three references to: Andrea Stewart, Executive Associate, Gelman Library, The George Washington University 2130 H Street, NW, Room 201 Washington, DC 20052

The George Washington University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer which actively seeks and encourages applications from minority candidates.
PUBLIC AFFAIRS LIAISON LIBRARIAN
George Mason University Libraries

George Mason University, a comprehensive research university in the Washington, D.C., area, is seeking a Public Affairs Liaison Librarian to join a growing library system committed to playing an integral role in the academic initiatives of the university. Creativity, initiative, and willingness to reach beyond the boundaries of the traditional library are especially prized. Provides liaison services (collection development, bibliographic instruction, and information retrieval, problem solving, and management) for the Department of Public and International Affairs and the Institute for Public Policy. Also provides general reference desk service, including evening and weekend rotation. ALA-accredited MLS required. Experience in reference and second master's in relevant subject area preferred. Salary: $28,500 and up, depending on qualifications. Application deadline is July 7, 1995. Send letter of application and resume with names of three references to:

Public Affairs Liaison Search
Library Administration Office
2nd Fl.
George Mason University
Fairfax, VA 22030-4444.

AA/EEO employer, minorities encouraged to apply.

ASSISTANT GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS AND MAP LIBRARIAN. A tenure-track, 12-month appointment. The position involves providing leadership for the library, provides reference service, bibliographic instruction, teaching, and manages the technical processing functions. The Government Documents and Map Library is a regional and U.S. depository with two million items in various formats and over 200,000 maps and aerial photographs. The library is a depository for the United Nations and the European Union. Also provides general reference desk service, including evening and weekend rotation. ALA-accredited MLS required. Experience in reference and second master's in relevant subject area preferred. Salary: $28,500 and up, depending on qualifications. Application deadline is July 7, 1995. Send letter of application and resume with names of three references to:

Library Administration Office
Public Affairs Liaison Search
2nd Fl.
George Mason University
Fairfax, VA 22030-4444.

AA/EEO employer, minorities encouraged to apply.

Assistant Reference Librarian. The University of Evansville Libraries seeks an energetic, service-oriented librarian eager to participate in a highly collaborative organizational setting where service programs continue to evolve. Effective communication skills, strong interpersonal skills, professionalism, and a commitment to excellence of library service are a must. The libraries are fully automated, provide Internet access, and offer expanding electronic and online information services. Nine professional positions are a part of the libraries' cadre of staffing, of which three comprise the Reference and Instruction Department. The University of Evansville is an independent, church-related selective-admissions institution located in a city of 135,000 in southwest Indiana. Enrollment numbers approximately 3,000 students, with 180 faculty. Responsibilities: Under supervision of Head of Reference, participates in all service activities of the Reference and Instruction Department, which includes: (1) 15-20 weekly reference desk hours, including evenings and weekends on a rotational basis; (2) assisting with training in the use of electronic and online information resources; (3) participating in the institutional program; (4) assisting with the development and maintenance of instructional materials; (5) participating in collection development activities; and (6) maintaining information file. Minimum qualifications: MLS from an ALA-accredited graduate program, reference assistance experience familiar with electronic and online databases; computer literacy. Preferred qualifications: Academic library experience, teaching experience. Appointment, salary, and benefits: A 12-month tenure-track faculty appointment at Instructor Level. Minimum salary at $23,280. Benefits include 20 annual vacation days plus holidays and generous benefits with TIAA/CREF. To apply: Send letter of application and resume including names, addresses, and telephone numbers of at least three professional references to: William F. Louden, University Librarian, University of Evansville Libraries. The University of Evansville Libraries is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

Salary guide

Listed below are the latest minimum starting figures recommended by state library associations and the North Carolina State Library for Professional Library Posts in those states. These recommendations are intended for governmental agencies that employ librarians. The recommendations are advisory only and are not a mandate for a minimum salary. For information on librarian salaries, job seekers and employers should consult these recommended minimums, as well as other salary surveys such as the survey in the October 15, 1989, issue of Library Journal, the ALA Salary Survey of Librarians, the annual ARL Salary Survey, or the annual CUPA Administrative Compensation Survey when evaluating professional vacancies. For more information, contact the ALA Office for Library Personnel Resources.

Connecticut $28,900
Delaware $22,500
Illinois $27,400
Indiana varies*
Iowa $21,588
Louisiana $28,000
Maine varies*
Massachusetts $27,554*
New Jersey $30,128
New York varies*
North Carolina $24,367+
Ohio $25,198+
Pennsylvania $23,700*
Rhode Island $28,000
South Carolina varies*
South Dakota $20,000
Texas $25,000
Vermont $23,846
West Virginia $22,000
Wisconsin $25,830

*rather than establish one statewide salary minimum, some state associations have adopted a formula based on such variables as comparable salaries for public school teachers in each community or the grade level of a professional librarian post. In these cases, you may wish to contact the state association for minimum salary information.

#Option for local formula.
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ASSOCIATE DEAN OF LIBRARIES

Nominations and applications are invited for the newly-defined position of Associate Dean of Libraries. The successful applicant will serve as the Dean’s principal deputy and the Libraries’ chief operating officer. The Associate Dean will be expected to promote interdepartmental coordination of effort within the Libraries, develop partnerships with other units of the University and with other libraries in the state, region, and nation, and share in providing creative leadership consistent with the Libraries’ strategic plan.

The University of Kansas, a comprehensive AAU institution, is located in the historic and diverse community of Lawrence (population 85,000) amidst the rolling hills of north-east Kansas. The University of Kansas Libraries holds membership in the Association of Research Libraries, have a collection of 3.5 million volumes, an annual budget of $12 million, and a career staff of 160 FTE.

The successful applicant’s qualifications must include a Master’s degree from an ALA-accredited program, substantial administrative experience in a research library, demonstrated ability to provide creative and effective leadership in a collegial environment, ability to communicate effectively with diverse constituencies, commitment to promote approaches that enhance the operations and services of the Libraries, and successful experience in library planning. The successful applicant should be eligible for tenure upon appointment. Annual salary: $58,000 - $65,000, dependent upon qualifications.

For application information and a full position description contact Sandra Gilliland, Personnel Officer, University of Kansas Libraries, 502 Watson Library, Lawrence, KS 66045-2800 (email: sgillila@ukanvm.cc.ukans.edu; telephone: 913-864-3601). Review of applications will begin July 17, 1995.

The University of Kansas and its Libraries are committed to equal opportunity and affirmative action.

THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS LIBRARIES

Evansville, 1800 Lincoln Ave., Evansville, IN 47722. Review of applications will begin immediately. Search will continue until position is filled. Appointment date is August 1995. The University of Evansville is an equal opportunity, affirmative action employer.

CATALOG LIBRARIAN, Lewis & Clark College, Portland, Oregon. Responsible for original and copy cataloging of materials in a college library of 275,000 volumes, 250,000 microform units, and 1,900 periodical subscriptions. Duties include maintenance of the online catalog database, authority control, solution of bibliographic problems, and supervision of a half-time assistant and several student assistants. Requires ALA-accredited MLS and working knowledge of the following: AACR2, LC classification, LCSH, and MARC formats, and familiarity with OCLC (or other utility) and automated library systems (prefer Innopac). Must have good communication and interpersonal skills, a strong service orientation, and the ability to manage change. Prior cataloging experience and supervisory experience desirable. Minimum salary: $26,000; plus an excellent benefit package. To apply, submit a cover letter, resume, and the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of three references to: Personnel Services, Lewis & Clark College, 6115 SW Palatine Hill Rd., Portland, OR 97219. Review of applications will begin immediately and continue until the position is filled. Interview at the A LA Conference in Chicago. Equal opportunity employer.

CATALOGER/SUBJECT SPECIALIST FOR SLAVIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES, The George Washington University announces a search for a Cataloger/Subject Specialist for Slavic Languages and Literatures. Appointment rank and salary: Appointment at the rank of Librarian II, $26,000 minimum, salary based on experience. Position description: Performs original and complex copy cataloging of monographs, media, electronic databases, music, and maps in all subject areas and in all languages, except East Asian; assists Serials Cataloger with original and complex copy cataloging of serials in Cyrillic script; creates and reviews authority work in local automated system. Works with Department Head to resolve bibliographic and authority record problems. As subject specialist for Slavic languages and literatures serves as liaison, provides specialized research support and consultation services, develops and manages collections, and identifies user needs with respect to library services and policies. Focusing on subject specialist fields, participates in user education, including instruction in searching electronic databases. Serves on librarywide and university committees. Reports to Senior Subject Specialist, who helps plan commitments and evaluates overall performance. Functional supervisor is Head, Collections Management Services. Qualifications required: ALA-accredited master's degree in library science; familiarity with AACR2, LCSH, LC classification, and MARC formats; minimum of two years post-MLS cataloging experience using an integrated online system and a major bibliographic utility; excellent reading knowledge of Russian; excellent oral and written communication skills; ability to work in a team environment. Qualifications desirable: Experience with NOTIS; other cataloging experience; reading knowledge of other foreign languages; collection development or faculty liaison experience; knowledge of Internet resources. Review of applications: Review of applications will begin on August 1, 1995, and will continue until the position is filled. Please send your resume and names of three references to: Andrea W. Stewart, Executive Associate, Melvin Gelman Library, The George Washington University, 2130 H St. NW, Washington, DC 20052. The George Washington University is an equal opportunity, affirmative action employer which actively seeks and encourages applications from minority candidates.
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OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY is a land grant university offering 44 doctoral degree programs. A member of ARL, the Library contains 2.6 million volumes. Its online catalog (NOTIS) includes Periodical Abstracts, Newspaper Abstracts, ABI/INFORM and ISI’s Current Contents. Periodical Abstracts and ABI/INFORM are linked to UMI’s Power Pages providing full image articles for 800+ titles. The online catalog provides 739.50 links to several FirstSearch databases and to other library catalogs. A CD-ROM network provides access to more than 20 databases. Public Internet workstations will be added this summer. The Architecture Library, a unit of the Science and Engineering Department, is located in the Architecture building and primarily serves the School of Architecture.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR/ARCHITECTURE LIBRARIAN, TENURE TRACK

RESPONSIBILITIES: Working under the direction of the Head, Science and Engineering Department, manages the daily operations of the Architecture Library including reference services, collection management, faculty liaison functions, and supervising student assistants. Participates in general library user education programs on basic library skills and information technologies. During the summer, helps provide reference services in the Main Library and participates in special projects. Serves on library committees as needed; other duties as assigned.

QUALIFICATIONS: REQUIRED: ALA-MLS. Four years post-MLS reference experience; a record of providing excellent service; ability to project a friendly, interested attitude when working at the reference desk; ability to work effectively with individuals with diverse backgrounds; demonstrated excellent communication, organizational and teaching skills; familiarity with print and electronic resources; ability to work under pressure and to meet deadlines; demonstrated experience successfully developing and completing projects. DESIRED: Degree or experience in architecture, landscape architecture, art or engineering; experience in a branch or special library setting; teaching and supervisory experience; and, active participation in state or national professional organizations.

SALARY: $27,000 to $33,000 for 11 months. Salary and academic rank dependent upon qualifications and prior experience.

BENEFITS: Social security; free health, accident and life insurance; Oklahoma Teacher's Retirement and TIAA/CREF; 11 holidays. Opportunity to work towards advanced degree.

DEADLINE: Review of applications begins June 30 and continues until the position is filled. For full consideration send letter of application, resume, and the names, addresses, telephone numbers, and e-mail addresses (if available) of three references to: Mrs. Jackie German, Senior Administrative Assistant, Edmon Low Library, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK 74078-0375 or E-mail to: jackie@okway.okstate.edu Telephone: (405) 744-6324.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER; MINORITIES AND WOMEN ARE ENCOURAGED TO APPLY. SUCCESSFUL APPLICANT MUST COMPLY WITH IRCA.

CURATOR OF SPECIAL COLLECTIONS. W. Stanley Hoole Special Collections Library. Library environment: The University of Alabama Libraries is a dynamic, responsive, highly collegial, and client-centered organization. Libraries’ faculty and staff pursue leadership in and support of the continuing development of a system for scholarly and scientific communication in the service of our academic community and state. Each member of the libraries’ faculty and staff contributes to advancing the mission and to formulating the vision of the libraries through holistic problem-solving and shared responsibility for success. Individuals are encouraged to resolve difficulties, improve processes, and make decisions at the most appropriate level in the organization. All staff share in organizational achievements and are encouraged to enjoy balanced personal and professional lives.

Description: The University of Alabama seeks leadership for the W. Stanley Hoole Special Collections Library, a national resource specializing in U.S. southern history and culture and housed in an attractive, recently occupied facility. The Curator manages three librarians/archivists, four support staff, and student assistants to provide access to and security for rare books, university archives, manuscripts, the Alabama collection, and numerous artifacts. The Curator reports to the Associate Dean of Libraries for Collections and Information Services and is a member of the Library Management Council. The Hoole Special Collections Library has embarked on the application of computers and communication technology to enhance access and improve preservation as part of a renewed emphasis upon intellectual access to its existing collections. Qualifications: Required: ALA-accredited MLS or certification as a professional archivist. A graduate degree in history or related discipline. Related experience in an academic or research environment, with demonstrated successful supervisory experience and understanding of the application of emerging computing, communication, and preservation technologies to archives and special collections. Ability to communicate ideas clearly and effectively, both orally and in writing. Awareness of current developments in the electronic communication of scholarly information. Knowledge and understanding of archives and special collections in print, image, sound, and digital formats. A record of scholarly publication and/or other contributions to the profession consonant with the appointment rank. This position requires a strong
ASSOCIATE LIBRARIAN OR LIBRARIAN; HEAD, RUTH LILLY SPECIAL COLLECTIONS AND ARCHIVES

Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI) University Libraries

Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI) University Libraries is seeking qualified applicants for the following position. Available immediately.

Will report to the IUPUI Director of University Libraries. The Head of the Ruth Lilly Special Collections and Archives will be responsible for the overall management and development of the department, including collection acquisition and management, research services, fund-raising and grant writing, public relations with both the university and the community, and staff training and supervision. He/she is expected to work closely with two academic programs in particular: the Indiana University Center on Philanthropy, the nation’s leading program for the study of philanthropy in society, and the Department of History’s graduate program in public history. Special Collections has traditionally had one to two graduate interns per year, and the Head would be encouraged to teach in a public history program. The Head reports to the Director of the IUPUI University Libraries and serves as a member of the Unit Heads, the libraries’ policy and planning group.

QUALIFICATIONS: Required: Master’s or higher ALA-accredited degree in library science, and/or graduate degrees in history or other academic discipline closely related to the collections; professional training in archival administration; five years of archival experience in an academic or research organization; demonstrated ability to communicate effectively both orally and in writing and to interact successfully with colleagues, administrators, staff, patrons, and donors; supervisory experience; and familiarity with computer applications for archival work. Candidates must be able to meet the responsibilities of a tenure-track appointment.

SALARY: Dependent upon qualifications and experience. Salary floor: Associate Librarian, $32,703; Librarian, $39,969.

FRINGE BENEFITS: A month’s vacation; sick leave; major medical plans available; dental plan; group life insurance; TIAA/CREF annuity plan. Librarians are eligible for sabbatical leave and other research support.

APPLY: Send letter of application, resume, and names, addresses, and telephone numbers of four references to:

Barbara B. Fischler, Director
IUPUI University Libraries
755 W. Michigan St.
Indianapolis, IN 46202-5195

CLOSING: Applications or nominations received by June 1, 1995 will be guaranteed consideration. Position remains open until filled.

Indiana University is an affirmative action, equal opportunity employer. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.

personal commitment to responsive and innovative service, and the ability to provide effective leadership while working cooperatively and collegially with library personnel, students, faculty and university administrators at all levels, and the public in a rapidly evolving environment. Preferred: Thorough knowledge of the history of Alabama and the American South. Demonstrated success in working with donors. Successful record in applying for and administering grants. Successful experience working in a strongly participatory administrative environment. Salary and benefits: This is a 12-month, tenure-track, faculty appointment to be filled at the rank of Associate Professor ($34,300 minimum) or Professor ($37,300 minimum). Salary will be determined on the basis of qualifications. Strong benefits, substantial moving allowance may be available. To apply: Send letter of application, resume, and names, addresses of three references to: Voni B. Wyatt, Libraries Personnel Officer, The University of Alabama, P.O. Box 870266, Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0266. Applications received by June 30, 1995, are assured of receiving consideration. The University of Alabama Libraries hold membership in ARL, CRL, SOLINET, CN, and the Network of Alabama Academic Libraries, and have implemented the NOTIS integrated library system.

DIRECTOR OF LEARNING RESOURCES (full-time). Qualifications include a graduate degree from an ALA-accredited institution, successful administrative experience in a college library setting; leadership ability; and the ability to interact effectively with faculty and others in promoting the mission of the library. Responsibilities include managing the overall operations of the Tabor College Library, including acquisitions, audiovisual services, bibliographic instruction, overall collection development, and service to patrons. All employees must be supportive of our mission as an evangelical Christian college. Salary depends on experience. The position will be filled as soon as a qualified candidate is found. Send resume and three reference letters to: Dean of the Faculty, Tabor College, Hillsboro, KS 67063. Minorities and women are especially encouraged to apply.

DIRECTOR OF LIBRARY REFERENCE AND INSTRUCTION. Reporting to the Dean of University Libraries, this person leads a staff of 10 energetic and highly motivated professional librarians and three support staff in a division responsible for reference service and the provision of instruction in library research skills. This is a dynamic, service-oriented division in an outstanding, fully automated OhioLINK library with over 1.5 million volumes. The University of Toledo is a state university in Ohio with 24,000 students, offering associate, bachelor, professional, and doctoral degrees in seven colleges. The attractive main campus location in one of Toledo’s finest residential sections provides a suburban atmosphere, yet is an integral part of the civic.
TWO POSITIONS AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
ASSISTANT OR ASSOCIATE LIBRARIAN;
REFERENCE LIBRARIAN, PUBLIC SERVICES

Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI) University Libraries

Will report to the Head of Public Services. The incumbents will provide reference services at the central reference desk, including some evening and weekend hours. Each instructs library users in the use of library resources and research strategies. Serves as liaison to assigned departments and selects and orders materials in assigned subject areas. Responsible for developing the library's information system in assigned subject areas, including monitoring and selecting Internet resources made available through the system. Develops and implements various library resources and services, including developing training programs and documentation; assists in the formulation of public services and reference policies and procedures; and participates in unit, library, and university committees. Maintains awareness of professional developments and develops the skills required to maintain a high level of professional proficiency.

QUALIFICATIONS: REQUIRED: Master's or higher ALA-accredited degree in library or information science; ability to work with a diverse group of library users and staff; strong oral and written communication skills; knowledge of computer applications in libraries; knowledge of electronic and networked information resources; and ability to meet the responsibilities and requirements of a tenure-track appointment.

PREFERRED: One or more years of post-MLS experience as a reference librarian in an academic or special library; academic training or library experience in science or technology; experience with computer programming or computer applications development, or advanced degree in science or technology.

SALARY: $28,000 minimum.

FRINGE BENEFITS: A month's vacation; sick leave; major medical plans available; dental plan; group life insurance; TIAA/CREF annuity plan. Librarians are eligible for sabbatical leave and other research support.

APPLY: Send letter of application, resume, and names, addresses, and telephone numbers of four references to:

Barbara B. Fischler, Director
IUPUI University Libraries
755 W. Michigan St.
Indianapolis, IN 46202-5195

CLOSING: Applications or nominations received by June 28, 1995 will be guaranteed consideration. Position remains open until filled.

Indiana University is an affirmative action, equal opportunity employer. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.

LIBRARY POSITIONS

William Paterson College supports a welcoming and nurturing campus climate for diverse faculty, staff and student body. In this spirit, we invite talented, committed professionals to join our college community.

ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT
Library Services and Information Technology

As the chief administrative officer of the college library, the Assistant Vice President for Library Services and Information Technology is expected to provide vision and leadership in the formulation of information policy goals and objectives, including the development of policy and strategic planning for Instruction and Research Technology. The successful candidate has responsibility for integrating information systems, resources and services in support of the teaching, learning and research missions of the college. The Assistant Vice President reports directly to the Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs. This position is an extraordinary opportunity for an experienced and creative individual to develop and implement user-oriented information services.

William Paterson College’s 8,500 graduate and undergraduate students and over 300 full-time faculty members have access to a library collection of 300,000 volumes and 1,409 periodical subscriptions in a spacious, newly-expanded, 309,000 square foot building which includes a 32 workstation Electronic Reference Center, a multi-media auditorium and two lecture rooms. An outstanding staff of 21 librarians and 23 support members have recently undertaken a major project to reorganize the current Library structure. In addition, the Director of Instruction and Research Technology, reporting directly to the Assistant Vice President, leads a team of three professional staff members and a support person in the realization of initiatives for the use of information technology to support teaching and learning throughout the campus. The Library has a long tradition of collaborative management and a strong commitment to user education and the Instruction and Research Technology unit seeks to extend that commitment by infusing the use of information technology by faculty in the conduct of teaching and research.

Qualifications required include comprehensive knowledge of library services; practical knowledge and experience in automated library systems and emerging technological innovations; understanding of the use of information technologies in support of instruction, learning and research; an advanced degree in relevant field (ALA-accredited MLS or doctorate preferred); demonstrated leadership, communication, planning, budgeting and organizational skills; demonstrated commitment to participative management-style; minimum seven years of increasing administrative responsibility in academic library and information management; distinguished record of professional involvement and scholarly activity. Proven ability in fund-raising/grantmanship is desirable.

REQUIRED: Advanced degree in relevant field and seven years of increasing administrative responsibility in academic library and information environment.

PREFERRED: ALA accredited MLS or Doctorate.

SALARY: $57,710-$86,557

Technical Services Librarian - Search Re-Opened

Responsible for the management of the DRA Bibliographic Database. Plans and coordinates database maintenance and interdepartmental projects involving acquisitions, serials, cataloging and other DRA modules, as well as plans and implements authority control procedures. Reports to the Head of Automation to coordinate maintenance procedures with campus Computing Center and resolves related problems. Works with the Head of Cataloging in performing original and copy cataloging, and other catalog maintenance.

REQUIRED: ALA accredited MLS by date of appointment and excellent oral & written communication skills. Experience using an integrated system, DRA strongly preferred. Demonstrated supervisory capabilities. Second Master’s Degree required for tenure.


SALARY: $37,196-$55,786

As an accredited state college of New Jersey offering 50 undergraduate and graduate programs, the institution is committed to educational excellence, cultural diversity, and community outreach. WPC is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

Please forward applications by June 19, 1996 to:

Belinda Feris
College Hall (Drawer CRLN)
WILLIAM PATerson COLLEGE
Office of Human Resources
PO Box 913, Wayne, NJ 07474-0913
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ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF LIBRARIES
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY

Marshall University invites applications and nominations for the new position of Associate Director of Libraries. This position is a 12-month, non-tenure-track library faculty position reporting to the Director of Libraries.

Marshall University, one of West Virginia’s two state universities, is committed to high-quality undergraduate and graduate education. It is fully accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools.

RESPONSIBILITIES:
- Provides leadership and management of daily library operations
- Provides leadership in technology, wide-area networking, and multimedia management, including remote user services, database access, access mode development for certain knowledge bases, texts to CD-ROM or online browsing, and document delivery
- Participates in overall library planning and policy formulation
- Manages the personnel functions of the University Libraries, including providing leadership for developing, recommending, and maintaining a system for library faculty and staff development
- Assists Director in preparing, coordinating, and administering the annual budget
- Assists the Director with statistical analysis and reporting for the libraries

QUALIFICATIONS: Minimum qualifications: ALA-accredited MLS; six years of progressively responsible administrative experience, particularly in personnel and planning in an academic library; record of professional and/or scholarly achievement; excellent communication and interpersonal skills; experience with computerized information systems and applications. Highly desirable: Second master’s degree or doctorate in appropriate field; experience in both public and technical services in a college or university library; experience in grants and proposal writing.

MINIMUM SALARY: $42,000, 12-month; rank and salary commensurate with qualifications. The Search Committee will begin reviewing applications July 1, 1995, and will continue until the position is filled. Candidates should submit letter of application, vita, and names of three references to:

Josephine Fidler
Director of Libraries
Marshall University
400 Hal Greer Blvd.
Huntington, WV 25755-2060

AA/EEO employer. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.

ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCES LIBRARIAN.
ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCES LIBRARY, Yale University. Rank: Librarian I or II. Yale is seeking a junior-level, innovative, computer-literate, and user-oriented Engineering Librarian to lead the advances in information access for Yale engineering program faculty, students, and staff. Administers the Engineering and Applied Sciences Library and supervises 2.5 FTE support staff. For further information about the science libraries, please consult URL http://www.library.yale.edu/scilib/top.html. Qualifications: MLS degree from an ALA-accredited library school. Educational background or experience with physical sciences and engineering literature. Previous supervisory responsibility, and at least one year post-MLS relevant professional experience in an academic or special library. Strong interpersonal skills. Ability to work collegially in small group and team environments. Strong reference and online searching skills. Advanced microcomputer skills in a networked environment. An interest or experience in preservation of library materials. Competitive salary from $32,100. Full benefits package including 22 vacation days; 17 holiday, recess, and personal days; health care; TIAA/CREF or Yale retirement plan, and relocation assistance. To be assured of consideration, please submit a letter of application, resume, and the names of three references by June 30, 1995, to: Diane Y. Turner, Director, Library Human Resources, Yale University, P.O. Box 208240, New Haven, CT 06520-8240. Yale University is an equal opportunity, affirmative action employer.

HEAD, BIBLIOGRAPHIC CONTROL DEPARTMENT (Search reopened.). CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, SACRAMENTO. Responsibilities: Directs the operation of BCD, supervises eight library assistants, does original cataloging, subject analysis, and authority work. Utilizes OCLC, Innopac, AACR2, LCSH, LC classification, and other classifications including Dewey, SuDocs, California Documents, and local schemes for cataloging. Serves on appropriate committees, coordinates OCLC use, and meets responsibilities of a faculty appointment. Minimum qualifications: MLS from an ALA-accredited program; a minimum of four years of professional cataloging experience; demonstrated knowledge of and ability to apply AACR2, LCSH, LC classification, MARC formats, authority control principles, and LC cataloging practice; experience with an online catalog;
experience with a bibliographic utility; supervisory experience; ability to communicate effectively orally and in writing; and ability to work cooperatively with others and to foster an attitude and atmosphere of inclusiveness. Desirable qualifications: Experience with Innopac; experience with OCLC; experience with an integrated automated library system; work experience in an academic library; experience serving as a staff member of a library system; knowledge of the Internet; knowledge of a foreign language; and knowledge of Dewey classification and SuDocs classification. Probationary tenure-track position at the Senior Assistant or Associate Librarian rank, salary range $37,560–$52,044 (depending on qualifications). Librarians have full faculty status. Excellent benefits. Application procedures: Position is open until filled. To ensure consideration, send a letter of application, a complete resume, and the names and addresses of three references, by September 1, 1995, to: Charles Martell, Dean and University Librarian, California State University, Sacramento, Li­brary, 6000 Sacramento Boulevard, Sacramento, CA 95819. The university retains the right to interview and make an appointment at any time prior to the advertised closing date of June 30, 1995. This position is located at the Vanguard Library. This library has a strong commitment to affirmative action and is actively seeking to increase minority faculty representation. CSUS is an equal opportunity, affirmative action institution.

HEAD, INFORMATION SERVICES AND BIBLIOGRAPHER, SCIENCE LIBRARIES. The University of California, Riverside, Library welcomes applications for the position of Head, Information Services and Bibliographer, Science Libraries. Candidates must have a minimum of four years progressively responsible experience in reference services and collection development in an academic, special, or public library with significant holdings in the sciences. Extensive experience with print and electronic reference sources, systems, and standards is required. Strong grasp of the current state of information technology; understanding of information needs of scientists and current trends and issues in scientific publishing and communication; and interpersonal skills. Substantial experience and achievement in collection development activity and information services. Demonstrated ac­complishments in management, development, and evaluation. Excellent oral and written communication skills. Supervisory experience and degree in scientific or engineering discipline highly desirable. Appointment in the Librarian series, at the salary level appropriate to the candidate's qualifications and experi­ence (minimum $30,000, depending on qualifications). Benefits include 22 annual vacation days, excellent health and retirement plans, and tuition remission for self and immediate family. Please send letter of appli­cation, curriculum vitae, and the names and addresses of three references to: Delmus E. Williams, Dean, University Libraries, The University of Akron, Akron, OH 44325-1709. Review of applications will begin on June 26, 1995, and will continue until the position is filled. The University of Akron is an equal education and employment institution.

LIBRARIAN. Palm Beach Community College LLRC seeks an indi­vidual to coordinate the development and delivery of electronic access instruction to staff, faculty, and students. Serve as the resources. Demonstrate knowledge of Internet protocols and support increased networking among campus and district resources. Manage LLRC lab/classroom to provide bibliographic instruction, collaborate in the development and management of the library's automated system (CCLA-LINCC-DRAMA), and act as the library's liaison to OCLC, UNICA, and SIRSI. An MLIS degree is required. Excellent interpersonal skills and strong background in information technology are required. Contact Mary N. Pokran, Dean of Library Services, 2200 Congress Ave., Lake Worth, FL 33461. An EOE/AA employer.

LIBRARIAN II, HEAD, GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS LIBRARY. Michigan State University Libraries (PRO 190). Reporting to Coordi­nator, Main Library, Reference Services, oversees selection and processing of collections, reference, bibliographic instruction, and database services for federal, international, Canadian, and Michigan documents; supervises documents staff. Participates in full range of activities in Government Documents Library, and coordinates activities and programs with Social Sciences and Humanities Reference and other libraries. Minimum qualifications: Master's degree in library science; at least three years of progressively responsible professional experience in government documents; and ability to communicate effectively, both orally and in writing. Initial salary will be between $35,000 and $45,000, with faculty rank, salary range $37,560– $52,044 (depending on qualifications). Benefits: Full benefits. Application closing date: June 26, 1995. Submit letters of intent and resumes to: Delmus E. Williams, Dean, University Libraries, The University of Akron, Akron, OH 44325-1709. Review of applications will begin on June 26, 1995, and will continue until the position is filled. The University of Akron is an equal education and employment institution.
TWO POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Wayne State University
Purdy/Kresge Library

ELECTRONIC REFERENCE LIBRARIAN I/II/III
This position is responsible for the implementation, operation, and technical support for the Purdy/Kresge Library's technology applications and databases. Manages the CD-ROM network of databases, Instructional Lab LAN, and the library's access to the Internet. Assist with evaluation and selection of hardware and software and serves as a liaison to the university library's Systems Office. Prepare training aids, guides, tutorials, and provides instructional and reference assistance.

QUALIFICATIONS: Master's degree from ALA-accredited library school and knowledge of microcomputers. Experience with local area networks, CD-ROM installation, Internet resources, operating system such as DOS and Windows. Reference experience, subject background in social sciences or humanities preferred.

MINIMUM SALARY: $32,000 depending on rank, experience, and qualifications.

BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC REFERENCE LIBRARIAN I/II/III
Serves as the liaison of the School of Business Administration and the College of Liberal Arts, Department of Economics; responsible for collection development, bibliographic instruction, and end-user training in the areas of Accounting, Economics, Management, Marketing, and Finance; responsible for online searching and coordination of all business related databases; and provides reference assistance.

QUALIFICATIONS: Master's degree from an ALA-accredited library school. Minimum of three years of professional business reference experience in an academic or research library. Demonstrated achievement in the field. Experience in online database searching. Educational background in business or economics is desirable. Excellent written, oral, and analytical skills.

MINIMUM SALARY: $32,000 depending on rank, experience, and qualifications.

Wayne State University is one of the nation's leading urban research universities. The University Library System is ranked among the top 50 research libraries in the United States with collections of over 2.48 million books and journal volumes, 1.8+ million microforms, and more than 24,000 current subscriptions to journals and government publications. The Purdy/Kresge Library complex, which houses the Media Library and the Computer Instructional Laboratory, is one of the four libraries at Wayne State University, which serves the graduate and undergraduate programs in business, economics, education, humanities, and the social sciences.

Please submit a letter of interest, resume, and the names and addresses of at least three professional references to:

Judith March-Adams
Assistant Dean for Administration
Wayne State University
134 Purdy Library
Detroit, MI 48202

Position will remain open until filled.

Wayne State University--people working together to provide quality service. A Wayne State University representative will be at ALA in Chicago. Interviews may be scheduled at ALA.

Wayne State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.
located 70 miles north of Atlanta. In addition to the Rome campus, library services are provided for the School of Professional Programs in Marietta, Georgia. The Livingston Library houses approximately 220,000 volumes and is designed to meet the needs of four full-time professional staff. Automation of the catalog and circulation system is near completion. The director must hold a master's degree from an ALA-accredited institution and have a minimum of three years' experience in an academic library, some of which involves supervisory or administrative experience. The director must demonstrate strong leadership skills as well as familiarity with computer systems and other technologies currently being developed for libraries. The director is responsible for collection development and administration of the library budget. The Director of Library Services operates on a 12-month basis and reports directly to the Provost. Benefits are eligible for tenure. Salary for the director starts in the low $30s and is negotiable commensurate with experience and qualifications. Application review will begin July 1, 1995. Send letter of application, resume, names of at least three references, and transcript to: Harold E. Newman, Chairman, Library Director Search Committee, Young Library, 115,000 volumes and has a staff of four professional librarians plus other professional and clerical staff in matters relating to serials acquisitions, cataloging, database maintenance, and binding. The Livingston Library is involved in training library personnel in the use of the integrated library system, software operation, and system documentation; with system and network administration and in the planning and implementation of new software and technology. The Library is expected to be the liaison with the campus Computing & Information Services, the Health Sciences Library automation efforts, the Eastern Carolina Network, and the University of North Carolina General Administration and Software Services. Candidates are expected to be familiar with network architecture and software vendors. Qualifications: ALA-accredited MLS required. Second master's degree preferred. Prefer a minimum of three years' experience in an academic library, some of which involves supervisory or administrative experience. The director is responsible for collection development and administration of the library budget. The Director of Library Services operates on a 12-month basis and reports directly to the Provost. Benefits are eligible for tenure. Salary for the director starts in the low $30s and is negotiable commensurate with experience and qualifications. Application review will begin July 1, 1995. Send letter of application, resume, names of at least three references, and transcript to: Harold E. Newman, Chairman, Library Director Search Committee, 115,000 volumes and has a staff of four professional librarians plus other professional and clerical staff in matters relating to serials acquisitions, cataloging, database maintenance, and binding. The Livingston Library is involved in training library personnel in the use of the integrated library system, software operation, and system documentation; with system and network administration and in the planning and implementation of new software and technology. The Library is expected to be the liaison with the campus Computing & Information Services, the Health Sciences Library automation efforts, the Eastern Carolina Network, and the University of North Carolina General Administration and Software Services. Candidates are expected to be familiar with network architecture and software vendors. Qualifications: ALA-accredited MLS required. Second master's degree preferred. Prefer a minimum of three years' experience in an academic library, some of which involves supervisory or administrative experience. The director is responsible for collection development and administration of the library budget. The Director of Library Services operates on a 12-month basis and reports directly to the Provost. Benefits are eligible for tenure. Salary for the director starts in the low $30s and is negotiable commensurate with experience and qualifications. Application review will begin July 1, 1995. Send letter of application, resume, names of at least three references, and transcript to: Harold E. Newman, Chairman, Library Director Search Committee, 115,000 volumes and has a staff of four professional librarians plus other professional and clerical staff in matters relating to serials acquisitions, cataloging, database maintenance, and binding. The Livingston Library is involved in training library personnel in the use of the integrated library system, software operation, and system documentation; with system and network administration and in the planning and implementation of new software and technology. The Library is expected to be the liaison with the campus Computing & Information Services, the Health Sciences Library automation efforts, the Eastern Carolina Network, and the University of North Carolina General Administration and Software Services. Candidates are expected to be familiar with network architecture and software vendors. Qualifications: ALA-accredited MLS required. Second master's degree preferred. Prefer a minimum of three years' experience in an academic library, some of which involves supervisory or administrative experience. The director is responsible for collection development and administration of the library budget. The Director of Library Services operates on a 12-month basis and reports directly to the Provost. Benefits are eligible for tenure. Salary for the director starts in the low $30s and is negotiable commensurate with experience and qualifications. Application review will begin July 1, 1995. Send letter of application, resume, names of at least three references, and transcript to: Harold E. Newman, Chairman, Library Director Search Committee, 115,000 volumes and has a staff of four professional librarians plus other professional and clerical staff in matters relating to serials acquisitions, cataloging, database maintenance, and binding. The Livingston Library is involved in training library personnel in the use of the integrated library system, software operation, and system documentation; with system and network administration and in the planning and implementation of new software and technology. The Library is expected to be the liaison with the campus Computing & Information Services, the Health Sciences Library automation efforts, the Eastern Carolina Network, and the University of North Carolina General Administration and Software Services. Candidates are expected to be familiar with network architecture and software vendors. Qualifications: ALA-accredited MLS required. Second master's degree preferred. Prefer a minimum of three years' experience in an academic library, some of which involves supervisory or administrative experience. The director is responsible for collection development and administration of the library budget. The Director of Library Services operates on a 12-month basis and reports directly to the Provost. Benefits are eligible for tenure. Salary for the director starts in the low $30s and is negotiable commensurate with experience and qualifications. Application review will begin July 1, 1995. Send letter of application, resume, names of at least three references, and transcript to: Harold E. Newman, Chairman, Library Director Search Committee, 115,000 volumes and has a staff of four professional librarians plus other professional and clerical staff in matters relating to serials acquisitions, cataloging, database maintenance, and binding. The Livingston Library is involved in training library personnel in the use of the integrated library system, software operation, and system documentation; with system and network administration and in the planning and implementation of new software and technology. The Library is expected to be the liaison with the campus Computing & Information Services, the Health Sciences Library automation efforts, the Eastern Carolina Network, and the University of North Carolina General Administration and Software Services. Candidates are expected to be familiar with network architecture and software vendors. Qualifications: ALA-accredited MLS required. Second master's degree preferred. Prefer a minimum of three years' experience in an academic library, some of which involves supervisory or administrative experience. The director is responsible for collection development and administration of the library budget. The Director of Library Services operates on a 12-month basis and reports directly to the Provost. Benefits are eligible for tenure. Salary for the director starts in the low $30s and is negotiable commensurate with experience and qualifications. Application review will begin July 1, 1995. Send letter of application, resume, names of at least three references, and transcript to: Harold E. Newman, Chairman, Library Director Search Committee, 115,000 volumes and has a staff of four professional librarians plus other professional and clerical staff in matters relating to serials acquisitions, cataloging, database maintenance, and binding. The Livingston Library is involved in training library personnel in the use of the integrated library system, software operation, and system documentation; with system and network administration and in the planning and implementation of new software and technology. The Library is expected to be the liaison with the campus Computing & Information Services, the Health Sciences Library automation efforts, the Eastern Carolina Network, and the University of North Carolina General Administration and Software Services. Candidates are expected to be familiar with network architecture and software vendors. Qualifications: ALA-accredited MLS required. Second master's degree preferred. Prefer a minimum of three years' experience in an academic library, some of which involves supervisory or administrative experience. The director is responsible for collection development and administration of the library budget. The Director of Library Services operates on a 12-month basis and reports directly to the Provost. Benefits are eligible for tenure. Salary for the director starts in the low $30s and is negotiable commensurate with experience and qualifications. Application review will begin July 1, 1995. Send letter of application, resume, names of at least three references, and transcript to: Harold E. Newman, Chairman, Library Director Search Committee, 115,000 volumes and has a staff of four professional librarians plus other professional and clerical staff in matters relating to serials acquisitions, cataloging, database maintenance, and binding. The Livingston Library is involved in training library personnel in the use of the integrated library system, software operation, and system documentation; with system and network administration and in the planning and implementation of new software and technology. The Library is expected to be the liaison with the campus Computing & Information Services, the Health Sciences Library automation efforts, the Eastern Carolina Network, and the University of North Carolina General Administration and Software Services. Candidates are expected to be familiar with network architecture and software vendors. Qualifications: ALA-accredited MLS required. Second master's degree preferred. Prefer a minimum of three years' experience in an academic library, some of which involves supervisory or administrative experience. The director is responsible for collection development and administration of the library budget. The Director of Library Services operates on a 12-month basis and reports directly to the Provost. Benefits are eligible for tenure. Salary for the director starts in the low $30s and is negotiable commensurate with experience and qualifications. Application review will begin July 1, 1995. Send letter of application, resume, names of at least three references, and transcript to: Harold E. Newman, Chairman, Library Director Search Committee, 115,000 volumes and has a staff of four professional librarians plus other professional and clerical staff in matters relating to serials acquisitions, cataloging, database maintenance, and binding.
Established in 1832 with a rich history of tradition, Gettysburg College is a highly selective liberal arts college located 90 minutes from the Baltimore/Washington area on a 220-acre campus. Enrollment of approximately 2,000 undergraduate students has created the following opportunity.

INFORMATION RESOURCES
RESPONSE TEAM

Do you have reference experience, technical knowledge and customer service savvy?

Our Division of Information Resources – library and computer specialists working in tandem at our modern Musselman Library – provides quality information services to the College in an innovative team environment.

Of the six self-managed work teams within the division, the Response Team is the primary customer service unit. Responding to user requests for information and computer support, members of this team are problem solvers knowledgeable in information resources, with general knowledge in several of the following areas: reference service, electronic databases, network resources, user instruction, computer connectivity, computer software and hardware.

A Bachelor’s degree is required; Master’s in library or information science preferred. Experience in reference work and user support/instruction and familiarity with hardware and software applications in a networked environment are a must. Candidates should have excellent interpersonal and problem-solving abilities.

In keeping with a team concept, our liberal benefits package includes a Partner Assistance Program to enhance your relocation opportunities for your spouse and TIAA/CREF. Application screening begins June 20, 1995. Please submit nominations, applications or requests for information in confidence to: Jane D. North, Director of Human Resources, GETTYSBURG COLLEGE, Gettysburg, PA 17325.

Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
Minorities and women are especially encouraged to apply.

CD-ROMs as well as the implementation and operation of World Wide Web servers and the creation of homepages. Candidates should provide evidence of database creation and report generation experience using commercial software programs, e.g., Excel, Access. Supervisory experience is desired. Candidates should have an understanding of all library operations, including public services, technical services, and media services. 12-month tenure-track faculty position available beginning September 1, 1995. Rank and salary dependent upon qualifications and experience. Substantial record of research, publication, and presentation will be expected of the successful candidate for promotion and tenure. Screening of applications will begin August 1, 1995. Applicants must submit a complete resume, copies of all transcripts, and a letter of application summarizing achievements and potential for the position to: Systems Librarian Search Committee, Pat Elks, Administrative Assistant, Joyner Library, EAST CAROLINA UNIVERSITY, Greenville, NC 27858-4353. Applicants must have three letters of reference mailed to the search committee in order to be considered. Official transcripts from each college or university attended will be required prior to any offer of employment. An equal opportunity, affirmative action employer. Applicants must comply with the Immigration Reform and Control Act.

SYSTEMS LIBRARIAN. Southwestern Oklahoma State University is accepting applications for a Systems Librarian. Experience with
management of CD-ROMs in a networked environment (not just end-user experience). DRA experience preferred.ALA-accredited master's degree in library/information science required. A minimum of one year of current experience managing systems similar to those described above preferred. Communication, leadership, and planning skills required. Non-tenure-track faculty rank and salary commensurate with qualifications and experience. Opportunity to continue development of one of the most sophisticated electronic libraries in Oklahoma. Responsible for maintaining and developing a Data Research integrated online library system. Review of applications will begin June 23, 1995. Starting date will begin as soon as possible after the cutoff date. Submit letter of application, resume, and the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of three current references, with Internet addresses, if possible, to: Human Resources Department, Southwestern Oklahoma State University, 100 Campus Dr., Weatherford, OK 73096. SWOSU is an AA, EEO employer.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE MANAGER, Purdue University Libraries seek a creative and energetic team leader and manager for the Technical Information Service (TIS), the fee-based information service which makes the libraries' information resources available to the business community. The TIS mission is to provide a "corporate service which makes the libraries' information resources available to the business community. The position has become available due to an internal promotion.

The position includes the following responsibilities:

1. Identifying and developing fee-based information services to meet the requirements of diversified businesses in a variety of industries. Established in 1987, TIS has grown into one of the largest and busiest academic fee-based information services in the country, and attracts a growing number of international clients as well. The position has become available due to an internal promotion.

Requirements:

- Master's in library science
- Undergraduate degree
- Relevant experience in business, science, or technology
- Minimum of four years of increasingly responsible library experience, preferably in a corporate, special, or academic research library
- Demonstrated managerial experience, interpersonal and leadership skills
- Online searching skills using vendors such as Knight-Ridder's Dialog, Datatimes, and OCLC
- Ability to work in a fast-paced environment and meet tight deadlines
- Excellent communications and organizational skills

Applications will be accepted until position is filled. Salary negotiable from $32,000, based upon qualifications. Status and benefits include a flexible professional calendar, medical insurance, and disability plans; Social Security coverage and TIAA/CREF retirement. Deadline: Applications received by August 1, 1995, will receive priority consideration. Applications will be accepted until position is filled. Application process: Send statement of interest, resume, and list of references to: Thomas L. Haworth, Personnel Administrator, 1530 Stewart Center, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907-1530. An equal opportunity, affirmative action employer.

SYSTEMS LIBRARIAN. The American University Library invites applications for a tenure-track Systems Librarian at the rank of Assistant or Associate Librarian, depending on qualifications. The Systems Librarian is a department head, reporting to the Assistant University Librarian for Collection Services. Responsibilities: Manage and maintain library computer systems, including NOTIS, Innopac, OCLC, CD-ROM networked and stand-alone workstations, Novell local area network, and microcomputer. Provide leadership in planning, developing, and implementing library computer applications. Responsibilities include installation, maintenance, documentation, training, and technical and administrative support. Supervise one full-time technician and part-time student assistants. Professional development and service to the university expected. Qualifications: ALA-accredited MLS; a minimum of two years related library experience; demonstrated knowledge of microcomputers, networks, and library automated systems; and emerging organizational and communications skills, ability to balance varied responsibilities, and commitment to service. Potential to meet tenure requirements in performance of primary responsibilities, professional and creative development, and service. Salary: Commensurate with experience and qualifications. Position available: August 1, 1995. The American University, incorporated in 1893, offers a wide range of undergraduate and graduate programs, many with international focus, to over 11,000 students. Its proximity to centers of politics, justice, world affairs, communication, science, business, and art in Washington, D.C., enhances the learning environment. The University Library serves the university through a collection of over 615,000 volumes, 21 library faculty, 50 full-time staff plus over 100 student assistants, and a budget of over $4.7 million. The library has over 185 microcomputers and terminals in a networked environment. The university is an active member of the Washington Research Library Consortium, with a shared NOTIS system. Review of applications will begin June 15, 1995, and continue until the position is filled. Send resume and names, addresses, and telephone numbers of three references to: Michele Mikkelsen, Personnel Officer, The American University Library, 4400 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Washington, DC, 20016-8046. The American University is an AA/EEO university committed to a diverse student body, faculty, and staff. Minority and women candidates are encouraged to apply.

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN, DEAN OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES. Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville invites nominations and applications for the position of University Librarian, Dean of Library and Information Services, to serve as the chief administrator of the SIU Libraries.

Late Job Listings
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cations for the position of University Librarian, Dean of Library and Information Services. The Dean will be responsible for integrating two previously independent units (Lovejoy library and Academic Computing) into an effectively managed unit to deliver library, academic computing, distance learning, and academic information services to the university community. Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, a comprehensive institution whose primary mission is undergraduate education, offers master's degree programs that serve regional needs and reflect institutional strengths. The campus is located on 2,600 acres of gently rolling hills, approximately 20 minutes from the cultural centers of downtown St. Louis. The university enrolls approximately 11,000 students, including 2,400 graduate students. Responsibilities: As chief administrative officer of the library, the Dean will report to the Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs. The Dean will have the responsibility for planning, fiscal management, employee supervision, facilities management and renovation, and management of library and academic information services for faculty, staff, and students. The unit has a full-time faculty of 18 and a full-time professional and clerical staff of approximately 70. Qualifications: Master's degree in library or information science, and a recent record of scholarly accomplishment required; earned doctorate preferred. The successful candidate is expected to have at least five years of progressive administrative experience in library or academic information system administration; excellent communication skills; demonstrated leadership in organization and fiscal management, including developing, directing, and evaluating programs and personnel; leadership style that emphasizes openness, consultation, and shared governance; a thorough knowledge of library technology and networking systems; and an understanding of the role of the library and academic information systems in fulfilling the mission of the university. Experience in the delivery of educational programs through distance learning is desirable. This is a continuing, fiscal year appointment, and salary is commensurate with qualifications and experience. Closing date for applications: To be assured of full consideration, applications with a list of three references, vita, and nominations should be submitted by June 5, 1995. Submit letters of application and nomination to: Louisa Bowen, Chair, Search Advisory Committee for University Librarian, Office of the Provost, Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, Edwardsville, IL 62026-1021. As an affirmative action employer, SIUE offers equal opportunity without regard to race, color, creed or religion, sex, national origin, or disability. Nominations or applications from women and minority groups are especially encouraged.

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS LIBRARIAN. Honnold/Mudd Library, Libraries of the Claremont Colleges. Responsibilities: The Government Publications Librarian participates in providing reference service and bibliographic instruction. This position also has responsibility for collection development, organization of material, supervision of personnel, computerized database searching for the federal, state and international documents collections, and liaison with technical processing departments. Collection development responsibilities include selecting materials for government publications and for the general library collections. The librarian works under the general direction of the Associate Director and under the specific direction of the Government Publications Department Head and other area coordinators as appropriate. Qualifications: MLS from an ALA-accredited library school required. Academic background in the social sciences preferred. Minimum of two years recent experience providing reference service for government publications desirable. Demonstrated knowledge and ability necessary to work effectively in an automated environment. Salary: $2,519.50 per month minimum. 22 days vacation and good health benefits package. A copy of the full position description is available upon request. Application deadline: Applications received by June 30, 1995, will be given first consideration. Send letter of application and resume, with the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of at least three references who are knowledgeable about your qualifications, to: Alberta Walker, Associate Director, Libraries of The Claremont Colleges, Honnold/Mudd Library, 800 N. Dartmouth Ave., Claremont, CA 91711. An equal opportunity, affirmative action employer.
HEAD, DOCUMENT DELIVERY SERVICES (position reposted). The University of Pennsylvania Library is seeking a dynamic and experienced leader to plan, design, and implement the change from paper-based interlibrary loan service to electronic delivery to the user's desktop. The Head of Document Delivery will report to the Director for Public Services and will be a key member of the Public Services management team. This position offers the opportunity to play a central role in the development of Access 2000, Penn's next-generation electronic library, and to be a leading player in the exciting and fast-changing national resource-sharing environment. Qualifications: ALA/MLS or equivalent knowledge, training, and experience. A minimum of three years of professional experience in an academic/research library. Understanding of issues relating to resource sharing in the academic library environment essential. Familiarity with interlibrary loan subsystems desirable. Demonstrated ability to understand, evaluate, and introduce new hardware and software in the workplace. Excellent interpersonal and communications skills required and potential to build teams and lead staff through major change. Rank and salary: Appointment as Librarian III requiring three years professional experience, $31,900–$40,600. Appointment as Librarian IV, requiring five years of professional experience, $35,000–$43,700. Send cover letter, resume, and names and phone numbers of three references to: R. I. Fisher, Personnel Administration, Val Pelt Library, University of Pennsylvania, 3420 Walnut St., Philadelphia, PA 19104-62-6. Applications received by June 30, 1995, will receive first consideration. EOE/AA.

HEAD LIBRARIAN. UCLA Library, Clark Library. Duties: Administrative capacity: Supervise the work of two to three FTE professional librarians and 2.5 FTE library assistants. Oversee the day to day operations of the library and monitor its security procedures to safeguard both its staff and collections. Set priorities for cataloging and archival projects. Review Clark Library cataloging and select records to be revised on the basis of recent scholarship and currently accepted bibliographical standards. Work closely with UCLA's Facilities and Grounds Departments as well as independent contractors to preserve and renovate the library's landmark building and its surrounding property. Assist the Director and the Assistant Director in planning activities and programs based on the library's collections. Write fund raising proposals for their use on the conferences and seminars organized by the center. Curatorial capacity: Oversee reader services and acquisitions procedure. Introduce new readers to the conventions of rare book bibliography and to standard library policies regarding the care and handling of rare and fragile materials. Collection development capacity: With guidance from the Director and the Faculty Advisory Committee, implement collection development policies based on recent trends in historical and literary scholarship as well as on current business conditions in the antiquarian book trade. Select books for purchase at auction, in catalogues, and in specialist book stores, while also soliciting and processing gifts from library donors. Describe recent acquisitions in accounts writing the for the Clark and Center Newsletter and in reports to the Faculty Advisory Committee. Compile itemized lists of acquisitions for the use of union catalogues and other libraries. Qualifications: Required: Demonstrated, progressive administrative experience in specialized research library, including management of resources and personnel. MLS degree from an ALA-accredited library school with an emphasis in research librarianship or equivalent experience. Knowledge of descriptive bibliography and the antiquarian book trade. Excellent oral and written communication skills. Online searching and editing skills. Demonstrated expertise in scholarly research and writing. Reading knowledge of at least two continental European languages, preferably German, French, or Italian. Preferred: An earned doctorate in English literature or history. Evidence of successful teaching experience at the graduate level. Expertise in grant writing or fund raising. Salary range: $36,108–$61,092. UCLA is an AA/EOE. Anyone wishing to be considered for this position should write to: Lori Stein, Assistant Director, Center for 17th and 18th Century Studies, UCLA, 395 Dodd Hall, Box 951404, Los Angeles, CA 90095-1404. The application letter should include a complete statement of qualifications, a full resume of education and relevant experience, and the names of at least three professional references. Open until filled.
CHICANO/LATINO SERVICES COORDINATOR/REFERENCE LIBRARIAN.

Rank: Assistant Librarian. Appointment salary range: $29,532–$34,188. Position available: August 1, 1995. The library at the University of California, Santa Cruz, seeks an entry-level individual for the position of Chicano/Latino Services Coordinator/Reference Librarian to provide general and subject reference services in the humanities and social sciences with special emphasis on Chicano/Latino studies. The McHenry Library Reference Desk offers a challenging team approach to reference services in the humanities and social sciences. A diverse desk staff, drawn from units throughout the library, offers multi-tiered support to users in an expanding technological environment. Commensurate with the high public services goals of the unit, the Chicano/Latino Services Coordinator will contribute to the development of reference services that address issues relevant to the understanding of race, culture, and ethnicity in American society. Outreach to people of color requires that candidates demonstrate the skill and commitment to work effectively with faculty, students, and members of the local community. Position and responsibilities: Under the supervision of the head of Reference Services and in coordination with the Multicultural Services Librarian and the Women’s Services Librarian, the appointee will provide general and subject reference services in the humanities and social sciences with special emphasis on Chicano/Latino studies. Service will include: Bibliographic instruction; campus and community outreach; liaison with curriculum programs; online publishing using MELVYL and CRUZCAT (the systemwide UC and local UCSC online systems), the Internet, World Wide Web, and Dialog; support for adaptive technology; shared management of the reference collection and the general collection relevant to subject expertise; 12-15 hours per week at the Reference Desk, including weekend and evening service. Appointee participates in library-wide activities, including administrative committees, and special projects. Qualifications: Required: Graduate degree from an ALA-accredited school or equivalent library degree; relevant academic background; demonstrated written and communication skills; experience providing service to ethnic communities; experience in online searching; and a demonstrated commitment to public service. Preferred: Reference experience in an academic or public library; fluency in Spanish; familiarity with ethnic studies collections; knowledge of microcomputer applications. The campus and the library: One of the nine campuses of the University of California, UC Santa Cruz is located in a redwood-forest setting overlooking the ocean, 75 miles from San Francisco, 25 miles from San Jose at the north end of the agriculturally rich Monterey Bay area. Approximately 10,000 students including 900 graduate students are enrolled. The library collection of more than one million volumes is growing at a rate of 30,000 volumes annually. The library has a full-time equivalent staff of 140, of whom 30 are librarians. To apply: Applicants should supply a complete statement of their qualifications, a resume of their education and experience, as well as the names of three (3) referees names and addresses, telephone numbers, and email addresses. All letters and documents should be addressed to: Kate McGirr, AUL-Human Resources, University Library, University of California, Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA 95064; phone: (408) 459-2076; fax: (408) 459-8206; email: liboff@scilibx.uscs.edu. Please refer to position #T94-58. Application: The deadline for application is July 15, 1995. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. USCS is an affirmative action, equal opportunity employer.
Combine the knowledge in here,

with everything out there,

and you've got one of the most comprehensive educational resources anywhere.

Britannica Online™ is one of the easiest, most authoritative and comprehensive information services any university can offer. New, and now available on the Internet.

To learn more, call 1-800/432-0756 or e-mail Britannica at sales@eb.com.
For an on-line demonstration go to the Internet address http://www.eb.com.
The standard by which other client/server systems are judged

Horizon™ is the information management system that sets the standard by giving your library all the benefits of client/server computing.

A true client/server system

The flexibility of an open systems environment means you can add to the system as needs change and adapt to future technologies while leveraging your investment.

Expanded patron access

In addition to your own Horizon database, patrons can use Horizon to gather bibliographic data from any Z39.50-compliant system and connect to global resources over the Internet.

Graphical user interfaces

The Horizon client software offers the familiarity of Microsoft Windows®, System 7 (Macintosh®), or OS/2® interfaces. Patrons can search effortlessly with icons, pull-down menus, and point-and-click commands.

Proven by libraries like yours

You need a system with a history of success, one designed by library professionals. Horizon has met those requirements with thorough testing by libraries around the world.

Horizon is available today

You can bring the benefits of Horizon to your library today. Let us show you the leading client/server system.

Ameritech Library Services

1007 Church Street
Evanston, IL 60201-3665
(800) 555-6847
Fax (708) 866-0178
academic@amilbs.com

Special & Public Divisions

400 Dynix Drive
Provo, UT 84604-5650
(800) 288-6020
Fax (801) 223-5202
special@amilbs.com
public@amilbs.com